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I ordered this along with a new King Jame Version Rainbow,verses are highlighted, Study Bible.This

cover was larger than I expected and actually leaves about an inch space from the bibles edge but

that's fine. This looks identical to leather and the two tone looks very well and complementing. I'd

easily recommend this book/ Bible cover.Also has a small inside pocket with a zipper, also a pen

holder strap and the outside back cover has a large pocket but no zipper on that just a large pocket

Very pleased with this purchase. After looking all over for a reasonably priced bible cover, I took a

chance on this one and was not disappointed. The quality is nice and the size was large enough to

cover my husband's large study bible.

We just received this, so I don't know about the durability. However, it looks cheap. Really cheap.

From the picture, it looked like the lighter brown was an imitation suede, (since the whole thing is

imitation leather,) but it's not. And the item doesn't come close to imitating leather. Imitation vinyl,

maybe. Appears as though you could probably cut it with your fingernail. I still may return it, but it's a

gift. Since I have no time to get another by Christmas, I wrapped it, and it my husband curls his

nose at it, too, it's going back.

I bought this bible cover along with a nvi bible and cover is too big for the bible even though its a

large bible. Check measurement before purchasing. Design and material are great just sizing is a

little deceptive.

Size fit perfect PER MEASUREMENTS -I was a little leery because of all of the comments stating

that the sizing was off. Size 'large' fit the Reformation Study Bible in perfectly which measures 9 1/2

x 6 3/4. Color also was exactly as pictured. According to the description it should have two pen

loops -but as was pictured it does only have one. Wish it had a zippered outter pocket somewhere

-but that would just add clutter to a fine case. The case is rough and tough and can't see what

anyone would see wrong with it. It's just my style too which is drab and never too flashy -but high on

functionality. Can't beat a 10 dollar price tag for this one.

I bought this for my Zondervan NIV study bible (the big one) as the title says. It fits in easily, but it's

a little loose. the bible can slide around. there's 1 pocket on the outside, 1 mesh zipper pocket

inside and a pen holder where you'd expect it to be. It feels like good quality, not fantastic. it's



appropriately priced.as someone else said, it's darker than it looks in the picture, but i don't think

that's a bad thing

It didn't work for my bible. Keeps catching the edges. Will not work for Life Application

Bibles:ISBN-10: 1414363168ISBN-10: 084235221XISBN-13: 978-0842352215ISBN-13:

978-1414363165

I ordered this for my husband for Valentine's Day. He & i were both very pleased with it. Definitely

looks like it's a more expensive cover than it is. Very sharp!
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